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A BSTRACT
Online advertising has typically been more personalized than offline advertising,
through the use of machine learning models and real-time auctions for ad targeting. One specific task, predicting the likelihood of conversion (i.e. the probability
a user will purchase the advertised product), is crucial to the advertising ecosystem for both targeting and pricing ads. Currently, these models are often trained
by observing individual user behavior, but, increasingly, regulatory and technical constraints are requiring privacy-preserving approaches. For example, major
platforms are moving to restrict tracking individual user events across multiple applications, and governments around the world have shown steadily more interest
in regulating the use of personal data. Instead of receiving data about individual
user behavior, advertisers may receive privacy-preserving feedback, such as the
number of installs of an advertised app that resulted from a group of users. In
this paper we outline the recent privacy-related changes in the online advertising
ecosystem from a machine learning perspective. We provide an overview of the
challenges and constraints when learning conversion models in this setting. We introduce a novel approach for training these models that makes use of post-ranking
signals. We show using offline experiments on real world data that it outperforms
a model relying on opt-in data alone, and significantly reduces model degradation
when no individual labels are available. Finally, we discuss future directions for
research in this evolving area.
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I NTRODUCTION

The key distinction between online advertising and traditional media advertising has been ad targeting (Goldfarb, 2014). In traditional media, targeting can often only be done by region or program,
whereas online advertising is typically sold in real-time auctions and highly personalized (Yuan
et al., 2013). Personalized ad targeting can both improve user experience by showing the user more
relevant ads, and provide more value for advertisers (Bayer et al., 2020) and platforms by allocating
ad space to the highest value ads for each impression.
Many online ads are performance ads, where the advertiser desires the user to take an action such
as purchasing an item or installing a mobile application. Conversion tracking is used to track which
users converted (made a purchase or installed an app) after viewing or clicking the ad and is important to the online advertising ecosystem for two reasons. Firstly, by logging which users converted,
personalized models trained on those logs can better predict advertising relevance in future (Ma
et al., 2018). Secondly, by allowing advertisers to determine which ad campaigns and platforms are
driving value for them, the problem of advertising attributed to John Wanamaker, “Half my advertising spend is wasted; the trouble is, I don’t know which half,” is solved. By being able to measure
the performance of their ad campaigns, advertisers can focus ad spending on campaigns that are
achieving a profitable cost per conversion.
However, conversion tracking has required linking a user’s behavior on one service, where they
interact with an ad, to their actions on another service (such as a shopping app). This can be done
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Figure 1: (a) The standard approach to conversion tracking on a mobile platform. The user is shown
a performance ad in a source app. If the user clicks on the ad it opens the target app where the user
can choose to convert (e.g. purchase the advertised product). The ad and the conversion take place
on different apps so are linked by both apps reporting the action to a conversion tracking service
keyed by a unique device identifier. The conversion tracker uses this to link the two actions and
provide the individual conversion label to the source app.
(b) In a privacy preserving approach when the user clicks on the ad it opens the target app and passes
along a group token. If the user converts then the target app reports the conversion event along with
the group token to the source app (typically intermediated by the platform). Crucially, the number
of bits conveyed by the group token is extremely limited (≈ 5 bits) and the reporting is delayed by
a varying length of time. These limitations are designed to make it hard to link the conversion event
with a specific user while providing feedback on the number of conversions that took place within
each group. Both the source and target app may have their own unique user identifiers (indicated by
the two different colours), but they are not linked.
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by using a common identifier across apps and reporting relevant user actions linked to this identifier
to a third party. Specific examples are Mobile App Conversion Tracking for mobile platforms and
third party cookies for web platforms.
Recently, privacy preserving approaches for conversion tracking (PPCT) have been proposed or implemented (Willander, 2019; Apple, 2021a; Google, 2021; Browser, 2021). This is driven by user
expectations, regulatory changes, and platform owners placing restrictions for services provided on
their platforms. Most follow a similar approach; advertisers and advertising platforms, instead of
receiving information on the conversion of a particular user, now receive delayed feedback about
groups of users. One timely example is Apple’s iOS 14.5 update (released April 2021) which began requiring services to explicitly request user consent in order to access a device identifier for
conversion tracking (Apple, 2021b) but also provides a PPCT approach as an alternative (Apple,
2021a).
In this work we provide, to our knowledge, the first overview of the machine learning challenges that
these new, privacy preserving paradigms pose to conversion tracking and prediction. We also present
a novel approach to solving this problem using post-ranking signals to impute the missing labels.
We show in offline experiments on real data that with this approach it is possible to retain ≈ 95% of
the conversion prediction accuracy obtained with full label information in a PPCT setting, compared
to less than 50% with a baseline solution. We also show that our method complements opted-in user
data, and significantly outperforms the baseline solution at every simulated opt-in rate. Finally, we
end with a discussion of future directions for this approach and the industry more generally.
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BACKGROUND

A large amount of online advertising is performance advertising. Examples include online shopping
(the advertiser wants users to open their webstore and make a purchase) (Zhu et al., 2017) and mobile
app installs (the advertiser wants users to install a target app).
In this setup and at large scale, machine learning models are crucial for ad targeting and bidding
decisions. Figure 1 shows the standard data collection process and the PPCT paradigm. The key
challenge is that the ad is shown on one app or website, but the conversion event takes place on a
different app or website (e.g. an app store or shopping website). A device identifier or third party
cookie is used to link these two events together.
From the ML perspective the logs of these linked events result in a dataset (xi , yi , zi ) where xi is
the features available at ranking time describing the user and ad, yi ∈ {0, 1} is the binary click label
indicating if the user clicked on the ad, and zi ∈ {0, 1} is the binary conversion label indicating
if the user converted. Crucially, the conversion label zi is based on the ability to link the user
action of clicking the ad with the user conversion action through the unique identifier. Typically, the
conversion label is set to 0 if the user did not click on the ad; yi = 0 → zi = 0.
For the analysis here we assume zi is a binary label, but it can be broader, for example, the amount
spent in an online store. A standard approach is to use the logs to train models which predict
click through rate (CTR), p(y = 1|x), and conversion rate (CVR), p(z = 1|y = 1, x). These
predictions are used for ad targeting and bidding. For example, if an advertiser is willing to pay
b per conversion, then the value of a specific impression x to this advertiser can be estimated as
b · p(z = 1|y = 1, x) · p(y = 1|x).
2.1

P RIVACY PRESERVING CONVERSION TRACKING (PPCT)

Increasingly, the assumptions behind this standard approach to CVR prediction are being challenged
by regulatory and platform changes towards stronger user privacy. In particular, it can be desirable
or required to avoid explicit linking between user actions on the source app or website, and the
target app or website. There are a number of proposed technical approaches to allow for some form
of privacy preserving conversion tracking (Apple, 2021b; Willander, 2019; Apple, 2021a; Google,
2021; Browser, 2021). In most cases these approaches do not provide formal differential privacy
guarantees (Dwork et al., 2014) although they may provide k-anonymity (Sweeney, 2002). The idea
of these approaches is to allow sharing of information about the patterns of groups, while limiting
the information that can be inferred about any specific individual.
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In PPCT the ad targeting system can still expect to receive xi and the click label, yi , since these
typically all take place on one app or website, but the conversion label, zi , is no longer directly
available. Instead, as shown in figure 1, it is replaced by a system that provides noisy group labels.
When the ad is clicked, the advertising system can choose a group token, wi , to associate with
this click1 . The number of bits allowed for this token is highly limited, typically about 5 bits. On
the target app, this conversion event is conveyed back to the advertiser. Crucially, this conversion
reporting is both delayed stochastically (typically 24-48 hours) and includes the target app ID and the
group token, but does not identify the specific user. This privacy-preserving reporting can be done
on-device or through the use of a trusted intermediary such as the platform provider. Additionally,
noise may be added or privacy safeguards may also be used, such as limiting reporting of any
conversion events for a group token that has had few clicks.
We can transform the noisy callbacks into group labels. That is, we can group all clicks for a target
app, with the same group token over some period of time into a group and, based on the conversion
reporting, estimate the number of conversions that resulted in this group, g z ∈ Z+ . Due to the
stochasticity in the reporting time, it can be impossible to be sure that a click was reported within
the group, but if the time period is large enough this noise will be small. Thus, the training data
would look like ({xij , yij }, giz ) where the index i is over the groups, and j the individual examples
within the group. Note that the conversion value of any individual in the group is difficult to infer.
One can frame the problem of learning CVR as learning from label proportions (Yu et al., 2014).
The situation here is slightly different, because of the opportunity to actively choose group tokens
and thus control how users are grouped. However, because such group tokens may also be used for
billing or campaign performance tracking, in practice, the machine learner may have limited control
over the way users are grouped, and they may be grouped in a non-random manner which makes
learning from label proportions challenging. For example, when testing different ad creatives, cohort
grouping may be used to measure the performance, so the mean CVR of the two groups of users
may systematically vary.
Because some platforms may continue to allow conversion tracking, and some users may also choose
to allow conversion tracking, the training set is likely to contain some examples with individual
labels and some examples with only group labels.
Because this is a nascent challenge there is a limited body of work on the specific application challenges. (Ayala-Gomez et al., 2021) considered revenue attribution under PPCT, specifically when
wishing to predict the lifetime value of the user.
2.2

P OST- RANKING SIGNALS

Moving from individual labels to noisy group labels makes conversion (CVR) prediction challenging. One signal we can make use of is post-ranking information. Because CVR prediction is used
to determine what ads to show the user we cannot use information that is unknown at that time in
the ranking model. However, after the user sees the ad, or clicks on it, we may receive additional
post-ranking information, x0i (e.g. the physical coordinates in the ad the user clicked). This information, which some other authors have referred to as privileged information (Xu et al., 2020), can’t
be used as features in the prediction model. However, as we discuss later, it can be used in training
the prediction models. All post-ranking signals are obtained from the source app, so no cross-app
linking is necessary to obtain these signals.
2.3

M ULTITASK LEARNING (MTL) ASPECTS

PPCT will not be adopted universally or instantly. Some platforms or users may adopt it rapidly,
while others may choose to allow conversion tracking at an individual level. This presents an extra
challenge, as the fraction of individual labels available may vary. We aim for a solution that performs
well across a wide-range of individual label availability.
Because we may be getting individual labels from some platforms and group labels from other
platforms, the group labels are not necessarily aggregate labels of the same task. Potentially, the
group label examples can be considered to be from a different distribution. This can also be true for
1

This is our generic name for this token, various PPCT systems refer to this as trigger data or campaign id.
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users who opt-in to conversion tracking, who may not just be a random subset of all users, but rather
behave differently from users who do not opt-in. Additionally, different implementations of PPCT
mean that the labels may not be exactly comparable across platforms. There may also be variance by
ad or app. For example, users may be more privacy conscious for some types of conversion events.
One approach to these challenges is to treat different platforms and user types as distinct tasks in a
multitask setup.
A related MTL problem is to use the (less sparse, easier to obtain) click labels to improve user
representations for conversion prediction (O’Brien et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2018). In the absence of
conversions labels, this sort of approach is likely to be even more beneficial, and can be combined
with the approaches outlined here, but we do not explore it in this work.
2.4

F INGERPRINTING AND PROBABILISTIC MATCHING

Another approach to recovering signal would be to probabilistically match user events between apps.
For example, device fingerprinting (Nikiforakis et al., 2013) or other signals such as IP address could
be used to estimate which click events resulted in a conversion, thus approximately recovering individual user conversion labels. However, through both technological efforts to counter this approach
and regulatory changes, this may not be a sustainable solution or may not meet user expectations.
Therefore we do not explore this approach in this work.
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M ETHODS

The key idea of our approach is to use the post-ranking signals to impute a soft label, ẑ ∈ [0, 1],
for examples where a hard label, z ∈ {0, 1}, is not available. The training data consists of both
individual labeled examples Dc = (xi , x0i , yi , zi ) (from opt-in users and platforms with conversion
tracking) as well as examples lacking individual labels Dppct = (xi , x0i , yi ).
We fit a logistic
P regression model using only post-ranking signals on the individual labeled examples
w∗ = minw i∈Dc −zi log σ(x0i · w) − (1 − zi ) log(1 − σ(x0i · w)). Since there are a relatively
small number of features in x0 we use logistic regression (rather than a more expressive model) to
avoid over-fitting. Then, we impute labels for the unlabeled items in Dppct , ẑi = σ(x0i · w∗ ). Our
CVR
S prediction model, which is a deep neural network, fθ (xi ), is then trained using both datasets,
Dc Dppct , with a cross-entropy loss and using the imputed soft labels for training examples in
Dppct . This model cannot use the post-ranking signals as input, since it is required to make predictions before those signals are available.
3.1

G ROUP LABELS

Note that our solution does not require group labels. The post-ranking signals alone can be used to
construct a soft label. However, the group label information, assuming it is provided, could be used
in a number of different ways that would likely improve performance. For instance, (1) the group
labels could be an input to the function used to construct soft labels, (2) the group labels could be
used to create an additional group loss during model training, or (3) the group labels could be used as
part of a calibration stage (this could be done either to the soft labels, or to the predictions generated
by the trained conversion model). Using the group labels in this way would be expected to have the
most impact if the behavior of users in the PPCT dataset differs from the hard labeled dataset.
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R ESULTS

In order to measure the performance of our approach we used a dataset where all examples have an
individual label, zi , available. Our dataset consists of real-world Android and iOS users, logged in
an ad ranking system on Twitter with 10s of millions of rows and a large number of features. We
simulated removing varying fractions of iOS users’ conversion labels, while retaining conversion
tracking for Android users. This allowed us to measure the performance of the model under varying levels of conversion tracking availability, including an upper bound with all individual labels
available.
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For our experiments here we only used the group labels to calibrate the soft labels. We did this
because the data was simulated. That is, conversion tracked and non conversion tracked users were
randomly sampled, hence from an identical distribution. In online experiments, where this does not
hold, we expect to make use of group labels as discussed in Section 3.1.
A lack of individual labels impacts both training but also many regularization techniques, including
early stopping which we used in our experiments. We found (data not shown) that when training
with few individual labels, models tended to overfit even with early stopping. We found the soft
labels method alleviated this issue.
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Figure 2: Imputed soft labels dramatically reduce model degradation as traditional hard labels are
removed. We use the non-PPCT (all individual labels) as the baseline. “Android only”, shows
that performance degrades to less than 50% of this baseline if no individual labels are available for
iOS users. Our approach, “Post-ranking signals”, consistently beats relying on opted-in user data
only (“Opt-in only”). This difference becomes more significant as the opt-in rate moves to zero,
showing how valuable this method could be in the medium/long term scenario where there are few
hard labels. When all iOS hard labels are removed, i.e. 0% opt-in, the soft label model still retains
> 94% of the predictive performance of the baseline with all labels available. All errorbars and
shading show SE.

4.1

E XPERIMENT SETTINGS
• Non-PPCT: This is the learning setting prior to PPCT. We receive all individual conversion
labels from Android and iOS. The results for this setting represent an ‘upper bound’ on
what could be achieved under a PPCT learning regime.
• Android only: We retain only the information for Android users. This comparison point is
meant to illustrate a ‘worst case’ when no iOS users choose to allow conversion tracking.
• Android + iOS ≤ 13: In this setting we retain per-row labels for Android, and iOS users on
devices with an OS version less than or equal to 13. In practice, these users represent about
8-9% of all iOS users in this dataset. iOS users in turn represent about 40-55% percent of
all samples. This setting should simulate the effect of still having labels from late adopters
to new technology.
• Opt-in only: This setting is identical to “Android + iOS ≤ 13”, with the inclusion of some
percentage of iOS 14 users.
• Post-ranking signals: (our method) This is the same as “Opt-in only”, except missing
labels are imputed with soft labels. All Android and any iOS hard labels available are used,
augmented by the soft labels.
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4.2

U TILITY OF SOFT LABELS

Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that soft labels are a viable strategy to prevent significant model degradation in a PPCT setting. When 80% of users are simulated as providing hard labels there is almost
no benefit from soft labels. However, as the relative proportion of this data decreases soft labels
show significant value, retaining nearly 95% of the original model performance when all iOS hard
labels are lost. This is a substantial improvement over the models that rely on hard labels only, which
degrade by over 50% - this is what would eventually happen to existing systems with the introduction of PPCT if no adaptation is implemented. We also highlight that relying on ‘late adopters‘ does
not work well. Just like Android, users that do not upgrade (i.e. iOS 13 and below) seem to have
conversion behaviour that is distributed differently to users that upgrade, hence the significant drop
in performance for “Android + iOS ≤ 13”.
Note that “Android + iOS 13” used a different stopping criteria than the other training settings (which
used early stopping) due to its severe overfitting. We learnt an approximate number of epochs that
we could train for before overfitting and then only trained for this fixed number. We did not do that
for “Opt-in only” because it is unclear how you could know this fixed value in a real world setting
as opt-in was constantly changing. Even granting “Android + iOS 13” this unrealistic advantage is
generous. This explains why “Opt-in only“ can degrade further than “Android + iOS 13” when at
0% opt-in they would effectively have the same training data.
Lastly, we expect these results to underestimate the benefit soft labels can bring. In simulation we
randomly opted users in, but in practice, such users are unlikely to be a random subset of a given
group. If they are not random, they likely have different conversion behaviours, and therefore using
opted-in user data to learn from will be difficult (as the Android + iOS ≤ 13 version examples
demonstrate).
4.3

MTL

In the results above, we trained a single model, imputing soft labels for missing hard labels. As stated
earlier, group labels may be provided from different sources to the hard labels. This combined with
the different user distributions just mentioned suggest that the tasks might be better modeled as a
multitask learning problem. We have tried an MTL approach using shared parameters and different
“heads” for soft and hard labels. Our preliminary results (not shown) indicate this approach typically
results in better calibration than the single model approach and seems like a promising direction.
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D ISCUSSION

As the industry moves towards approaches to targeted advertising that are privacy preserving, both
for conversion tracking and in other tasks, we expect the general approach here to be useful. As
the information about a specific task become noisier, making use of opt-in data and related task
signals becomes crucial. In future, we hope to report on online results of this approach as well as try
alternative approaches.
In addition to privacy preserving on-server learning as we have presented here, other privacy preserving approaches may also grow in importance. One important class of approaches we did not
make use of here is on-device learning and federated learning. In federated learning the model parameters are updated on device, and these updates communicated back to a central server (Kairouz
et al., 2019), usually with a differential privacy guarantee to ensure that the updates strongly limit
what can be inferred about an individual user (Geyer et al., 2017). On-device learning refers to approaches where the ad targeting model remains on the user device, and no user-specific information
is communicated back to the server. Instead, the server communicates to the device a variety of ad
campaigns and budgets, and targeting decisions are made on device (e.g. Brave, 2020).
Another approach to PPCT changes that we expect to see happen to some extent in the industry is
to avoid the problem by architecting mobile applications so that both the advertising and conversion
event take place within a single app. This avoids the need to link conversion outcomes between
source and target app. This may have disadvantages such as reducing flexibility by coupling advertising and storefront systems. We did not explore such approaches in this work.
7

The increasing regulatory and technical constraints on the use of user data also impacts on reproducibility and comparison of results. Even within an organization user data must often be deleted
after some time, so the results of an experiment may change each time it is run. Additionally, sharing datasets with outside groups is often very challenging. One potential direction is the use of
simulated datasets for research, although that is a large enough topic we did not pursue it here.
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C ONCLUSION

In this work we have outlined, from an ML perspective, the shift from conversion tracking with
individual labels to privacy preserving conversion tracking. We have provided a solution to conversion tracking in a PPCT regime by using post-ranking signals and suggested incorporating multitask
learning. Tested on an industry-scale dataset we find that without individual conversion labels prediction accuracy drops massively, whereas our soft label approach is capable of attaining only a
slightly reduced performance compared to a baseline with all conversion labels available.
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E THICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The research in the submitted paper has been reviewed as part of our organisation’s research and
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